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Writing is still best taught face-to-face Writing is still best taught face-to-face 
between teacher and student. 

Mark Bauerlein. (2010.) Missing the personal connection. New York Times online, 
March 3, 2010. Viewed at 

http://roomfordebate.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/03/03/college-degrees-without-p g y g g
going-to-class/#robert. Visited March 4, 2010. 
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This session describes the experience 
of teaching writing online. 

Educational Communication
 Developed in response to a request Developed in response to a request
 Provided as an open undergraduate elective 
 Taught asynchronously 
 Offered through the online unit of a North g

American university



The team leveraged existing 
t i l  kill   d t h l i  materials, skills,  and technologies. 

 Based on a classroom-based technical writing g
course.
 Developed by the instructor with the instructional p y

design team at the university’s e-learning unit
– Instructional designer
– Videography team
– Graphic designer

P  – Programmer 
– Administrator

 Runs on a proprietary Learning Management Runs on a proprietary Learning Management 
System 



The course follows a genre-based 
approach.

Emphasizes basic forms of writing (such as 
definitions, procedures, and reference entries.)

Focuses on purpose of form  how people use it  Focuses on purpose of form, how people use it, 
and generic conventions for it. 

The course assesses learners on their ability to 
f ll  f  follow form. 



The course covers many basic 
genres.



Each lesson explores the genre and a 
related issue of “style.”



Each lesson has a consistent 
t tstructure.



Students are assessed through a 
bi ti  f ti l i t  combination of practical assignments 

and exams.
 Assignments (50%)

D fi iti– Definition
– Description
– ProcedureProcedure
– Reference entry

 Participation (10%)Participation (10%)
– Discussion board
– Reading guide sheetg g

 Exam, with how-to article (40%)



In response to feedback, we have 
revised the course. 

 Added resources to assist teaching assistants with 
grading 

 Pre-wrote a series of notes from the instructor to 
students to support them in starting the coursepp g

 For the coming year, plan to add:
Units on writing objectives and lessons plans  and a – Units on writing objectives and lessons plans, and a 
style 

– Style lesson on preparing visualsStyle lesson on preparing visuals



Outcomes are encouraging.


(  f  5)

Positive student Student performance
(out of  5)

Evaluations is similar to the
classroom  classroom. 



Questions


